Biomedical open information extraction (BioOpenIE) is a novel paradigm to automatically extract structured information from unstructured text with no or little supervision. It does not require any pre-specified relation types but aims to extract all the relation tuples from the corpus. A major challenge for open information extraction (OpenIE) is that it produces massive surface-name formed relation tuples that cannot be directly used for downstream applications. We propose a novel framework CPIE (Clause+Pattern-guided Information Extraction) that incorporates clause extraction and metapattern discovery to extract structured relation tuples with little supervision. Compared with previous OpenIE methods, CPIE produces massive but more structured output that can be directly used for downstream applications. We first detect short clauses from input sentences. Then we extract quality textual patterns and perform synonymous pattern grouping to identify relation types. Last, we obtain the corresponding relation tuples by matching each quality pattern in the text. Experiments show that CPIE achieves the highest precision in comparison with state-of-the-art OpenIE baselines, and also keeps the distinctiveness and simplicity of the extracted relation tuples. CPIE shows great potential in effectively dealing with real-world biomedical literature with complicated sentence structures and rich information.
INTRODUCTION
Biomedical information extraction (BioIE) aims to automatically extract structured semantic information from unstructured text. It includes tasks such as named entity recognition, relation extraction, and event detection. BioIE has been successfully applied to many downstream applications such as clinical decision support [12] and question answering [4] , biological pathway and network analysis [32] , integrative biology [35] , biocuration [36, 40, 42] and pharmacovigilance [17] . Machine learning (ML) models are widely adopted in current BioIE systems. For example, in a chemical-induced disease (CID) relation extraction task in the recent BioCreative V challenge [41] , systems are proposed using models such as support vector machine [33] , feature kernels [24] and convolutional neural network [15] . However, ML models rely on human annotation for training data generation, which is time and labor consuming. Moreover, the reliance on human annotation further limits the systems to certain pre-specified relation types and makes it unable to further extend the systems to new relation types.
Open information extraction (OpenIE), a novel information extraction paradigm, begins to attract great attention in the BioIE domain. OpenIE does not require any pre-specified relation types but aims to extract all the relation tuples from a corpus with no or little human supervision. Two major types of method are proposed for OpenIE: clause-based methods and pattern-based methods. Clausebased methods use linguistic features or sentence structures to induct long-distance relationships from sentences [2, 10, 13, 37] . For example, ClausIE [10] performs clause type analysis based on dependency parsing, chunking, and POS tagging to extract all the possible clauses from the input sentences [10] . In the "Clause extraction" step in Figure 1 , eight different clauses can be extracted from the input sentence by ClausIE. The clause-based method extracts massive subject-verb-object relation tuples from the corpus in the surface-name form. Pattern-based methods exploit entity type information and frequent pattern mining to extract entity-attributevalue (EAV) tuples from input sentences [20, 23, 29] . For example, MetaPAD [20] uses context-aware segmentation and synonymous pattern grouping to extract texture meta-patterns and the value tuples from the input sentence [20] . A meta-pattern is a relationship between entity types. In the "Meta-pattern extraction" step in Figure 1 , a meta-pattern "CHEMICAL decreased susceptibility to DISEASE in young SPECIES" can be extracted, which is a relation between three entity types. These meta-patterns can further be used to extract corresponding relation tuples from the corpus.
Both types of OpenIE methods have their pros and cons. Clausebased methods are good at resolving long and complicated sentence structures. However, the massive subject-verb-object relation tuples they extract are in purely surface-name form, which cannot be directly used for downstream applications. Pattern-based methods are easy to be extended to any n-ary relations and produce more structured output with entity type information. However, when the whole sentence has a complicated structure, the tokens between the entities can be lengthy, resulting in the sparsity of relation patterns extracted by the pattern-based method. OpenIE methods have been successfully applied in general domain such as extracting information from newspapers. However, they achieved limited success when applying to the biomedical domain due to some specific challenges with the biomedical text:
(1) Sentences are usually long with complicated structures. The entities within one relation may be far apart in a sentence, and one sentence may contain more than one relation type and more than one relation tuple. This greatly limits the performance of current pattern-based methods. (2) The entity type information is important for both relation type selection/consolidation and relation instance interpretation. This is not considered by clause-based methods. (3) High-ary relationships exist in sentences, which can provide more complete and accurate information than binary ones. This is also not considered by clause-based methods.
To address the above challenges, we propose a novel framework CPIE: Clause+Pattern-guided Information Extraction as shown in Figure 1. CPIE combines the merits of clause-based and pattern-based methods, extracting both relation types (meta-pattern synonymous groups) and relation tuples. The framework requires no supervision for clause extraction, meta-pattern extraction and relation tuple extraction, only a few positive examples for quality metapattern selection. Compared with previous OpenIE methods, CPIE produces massive but more structured output that can be directly used for downstream applications. We first resolve the long and complicated sentence structures by extracting short clauses from the input sentences. Then we perform meta-pattern extraction on the short clauses. Quality meta-patterns are selected and synonymous meta-patterns are grouped together as a single relation type. Then quality meta-patterns are used to extract relation tuples from the input sentences. Experiments show that our method achieves the highest precision in comparison with state-of-the-art OpenIE baselines, and also keeps the distinctiveness and simplicity of the extracted relation tuples. Case studies also show the power of CPIE in effectively dealing with real-world biomedical literature with complicated sentence structures and rich information.
RELATED WORK
Open-Domain Information Extraction. OpenIE aims to find new extraction paradigms and extract large sets of relational tuples from a corpus with no or little human supervision. OpenIE has been extensively studied in the NLP area. The task of OpenIE was first introduced by the seminal work of Banko et al. [3] . After their TextRunner system, most of the existing work follows two lines: clause-based methods and pattern-based methods.
For clause-based analysis, linguistic features, like dependency parsing results, are used to induct long-distance relationships. For example, ReVerb [11] identifies relational phrases via part-of-speechbased regular expressions. Ollie [37] further expands the syntactic scope of relation phrases and allows additional context information such as attribution and clausal modifiers. Similarly, ClausIE [10] inducts short but coherent pieces of information along dependency paths, which is typically subject, predicate and optional object with complement. Stanford OpenIE [2] adopts a clause splitter using distant training and mapped predicates to a known relation schema statistically. MinIE [13] further improves the clearness of relation tuples by introducing different statistical measures like polarity, modality, attribution, and quantities. ReMine [44] integrates local context and global cohesiveness to reduce the amount of uninformative or incoherent tuples.
Pattern-based information extraction can be traced back to Hearst patterns, such as "N P 0 such as {N P 1 , N P 2 , ...}", which are used for hyponymy relation extraction [18] . Mitchell et al. [27] introduce Never-Ending Language Learning (NELL) based on free-text predicate patterns. Patty [29] aims to extract a set of typed lexical patterns along the shortest dependency path. MetaPAD [20] generates quality meta-patterns (i.e., relational patterns between entity types) by context-aware segmentation, groups synonymous meta-patterns, and adjusts entity-type levels for appropriate granularity in the pattern groups. TruePIE [23] further adopts truth discovery ideas to extract reliable meta-patterns. Using these patterns to match the corpus, tuples with entities and relation phrases can be extracted.
Biomedical Open Information Extraction. BioIE aims to automatically extract structured semantic information from unstructured biomedical corpus. It includes tasks such as named entity recognition, relation extraction, and event extraction. The methods for BioIE include dictionary-based methods, rule-based methods, statistical methods, classification-based methods and hybrid methods [39, 43] . Several survey papers are published containing thorough and systematic summaries of previous work on BioIE [1, 5-7, 14, 16, 19, 22, 26, 34, 39, 43, 45] . We focus on introducing some related work about BioOpenIE, which is a novel paradigm of BioIE that is most related to our work.
OpenIE, as a novel information extraction paradigm, begins to attract great attention in BioIE domain. It does not require any prespecified relation types but aims to extract all the relation tuples from a corpus with no or little human supervision. Liu et al. [25] introduce some applications of OpenIE to BioIE in their survey paper. For example, Attias et al. [28] present an OpenIE system for biomedical named entity recognition based on NELL [27] , and propose a method for assessing seed qualities to prevent semantic drift. Nebot et al. [30, 31] propose a scalable method to extract surfaceform biomedical relationships not specific to any relation type and 
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THE BIOOPENIE FRAMEWORK
The overall framework of CPIE is shown in Figure 1 . The inputs are sentences from a biomedical corpus. The first step is biomedical named entity recognition (BioNER), which recognizes and classifies the biomedical entities with their proper entity types, e.g., gene, chemical, and disease. Each entity mention is treated as an integrated unit in the process. Then we select the sentences that contain at least one typed entity and perform clause extraction to extract short clauses from the typed sentences. These short clauses are further selected as those that contain at least one typed entity. In each selected clause, we replace the entity mention with its type and extract all the quality meta-patterns as fine-grained relationship types. These quality meta-patterns are further grouped into synonymous groups. Last, we use the quality meta-patterns to extract their corresponding relationship instances from the original input sentences. The extracted meta-patterns and relationship instances are the output of our framework.
Biomedical named entity recognition. We perform BioNER as a preprocessing step of our pipeline to generate a typed corpus. We use Pubtator, a state-of-the-art BioNER tool, to recognize and type the biomedical entities from the corpus [40] . It includes five biomedical entity types: gene/protein, chemical, disease, species, and SNP. Pubtator provides a fully annotated version of the PubMed abstracts that can be directly downloaded from https://www.ncbi. nlm.nih.gov/CBBresearch/Lu/Demo/PubTator/.
CLAUSE EXTRACTION
As mentioned above, if the whole sentence has a complicated structure, the tokens between the entities can be lengthy, resulting in the sparsity of relation patterns. To alleviate this problem, we first extract clauses, which are simplified and express some coherent piece of information, from the sentence.
Definition 4.1 (Clause Extraction).
A clause is a part of a sentence that consists of one subject (S), one verb (V), and optionally of an indirect object (O), a direct object (O), a complement (C), and one or more adverbials (A). The goal of clause extraction is to segment the whole sentence into clauses and represent them in the format of (subject, relation, optional components).
We use ClausIE [10] for clause extraction. We first concatenate all the words in each entity mention with underlines to make them an integrated unit. Then we select those sentences with at least one typed entity as the input for ClausIE.
For each input sentence, ClausIE conducts the following steps:
Dependency Parsing. We adopt Stanford dependency parser [21] to discover the syntactical structure of a sentence. The output parsing tree has a set of directed syntactic relations between the words in the sentence. Figure 2 shows an example. The root of the tree is the verb "appear". It is connected to "doses" via a subject relation (nsubj) and to "useful" via a complement relation (xcomp). For a complete list of relations, please refer to https://nlp-ml.io/jg/ software/pac/standep.html.
Clause Identification. According to the dependency parsing tree, ClausIE first constructs a clause for each subject relation (e.g., nsubj) connecting the subject (S) and the governor verb (V). Besides, objects (O) and complements (C) linked with V through dobj, iobj, xcomp or ccomp, as well as adverbials (A) related with V through advmod, advcl or prep_in will also be included.
Clause Type Analysis. Once clauses have been identified, ClausIE tries to analyze the type of each clause. A complete list of all clause types used in [10] is given in Table 1 . Based on the lexical and syntactical structure, the clause type classification is essentially a decision tree. The complete decision flow can be found in [10] .
Proposition Generation. Given the clause type, we are able to decide which tokens to place into the subject, the relation, and the optional components. ClausIE maps the subject of the clause to the subject of the proposition. For the optional components, an argument is created and includes the tokens following the verb and then the tokens preceding the verb, in the order in which they appear.
If there is no clause extracted for an input sentence, we will keep the original input sentence as the output clause. The output clauses are further selected to contain at least one typed entity for meta-pattern extraction.
META-PATTERN EXTRACTION
Definition 5.1 (Meta-pattern Extraction). Given a corpus C as a list of typed sentences (clauses) S, i.e., C = [S 1 , S 2 , ..., S n ], each sentence is a sequence of word tokens t, i.e., S = t 1 t 2 ...t m , in which t j ∈ T ∪ W (T is the set of entity types and W is the set of non-type words). The goal of meta-pattern extraction is to extract meta-patterns mp, which are sub-sequences of the typed sentences (clauses) S that contain at least one token in the set of entity types T . Quality meta-patterns are selected by some criteria and further grouped into synonymous groups MPG = [mp 1 , mp 2 , ..., mp k ], in which mp i and mp j are synonymous meta-patterns.
Candidate meta-pattern generation. We assume the meta-patterns for relationship extraction should contain at least two typed entities. Given the typed clauses from the previous step, we take the segment between the first and last typed entity in each input clause as a candidate meta-pattern. This step generates a large number of noisy meta-patterns. These candidate meta-patterns are then used for quality selection.
Quality meta-pattern selection
Given a large number of candidate meta-patterns, we use a set of contextual features to train a classifier that estimates the quality of each candidate meta-pattern. These contextual features have also been adopted by MetaPAD [20] .
(1) Frequency: A quality meta-pattern should occur frequently in the corpus. We use the normalized count of each meta-pattern c(mp)/N , where N is the total number of word tokens in the corpus, to measure the frequency of each meta-pattern. We ignore all the meta-patterns that appear less than 10 times in the corpus, i.e., c(mp) < 10. (2) Concordance: A quality meta-pattern should have a frequency significantly higher than that is expected due to chance, which is a higher concordance. The null hypothesis is: word tokens in the corpus is generated from a series of independent Bernoulli trials. Suppose the total number of word tokens N in the corpus is very large. The expected frequency of a pair of sub-patterns ⟨mp l , mp r ⟩ under the null hypothesis is:
where p(mp) = c(mp) N is the empirical probability of the metapattern mp. For each meta-pattern mp, we examine all the divisions of dividing mp into ⟨mp l , mp r ⟩ without overlapping. We use Z score to measure the concordance of each meta-pattern mp by finding the division ⟨mp l , mp r ⟩ with the maximum Z score:
where σ ⟨mp l ,mp r ⟩ is the standard deviation of the counts of mp l and mp r . For example, the meta-pattern "CHEMICAL against CHEMICAL induced DISEASE" may have a higher concordance than the meta-pattern "GENE, GENE and GENE", thus is more likely to be a quality meta-pattern. (3) Informativeness: A quality meta-pattern should have more informative context words. We use the average inverse document frequency (IDF) score of all the non-type context words cw(mp) in each meta-pattern mp as its informativeness score:
where M(w) is the total number of meta-patterns containing the context word w. For example, the meta-pattern "CHEMICAL induced GENE" may be more informative than the meta-pattern "CHEMICAL and GENE", thus is more likely to be a quality metapattern. (4) Completeness: A quality meta-pattern should have a higher ratio between the frequencies of the meta-pattern and its subpatterns. We use the average frequency ratio between each metapattern mp and all its sub-patterns subp(mp) as its completeness score:
For example, the meta-pattern "CHEMICAL against CHEMICAL induced DISEASE" may be more complete than its sub-pattern "CHEMICAL against", thus is more likely to be a quality metapattern. (5) Coverage: A quality meta-pattern should extract more distinct instances from the corpus. We used the normalized count of the number of distinct instances ic(mp)/N extracted by each meta-pattern mp to measure the coverage of each meta-pattern.
After extracting the above features for each meta-pattern, we build a random forest based classifier to learn the quality function Q(mp) that maps each meta-pattern to a quality score. We manually selected less than 20 positive and negative meta-patterns, respectively, as the training examples for the model training. After obtaining the quality score of each meta-pattern, we select the meta-pattern with a quality score above a threshold δ as quality meta-patterns.
Here we use δ = 0.9. We also assign the same quality score to the extracted instances of each meta-pattern as the instance score for comparison with other OpenIE models.
Synonymous meta-pattern grouping
Synonymous meta-patterns expressing the same kind of relationship should be grouped together to reduce the redundancy of extracted relationship types and enrich the relationship instances under each relationship type. We group synonymous meta-patterns under the following two assumptions:
(1) Synonymous meta-patterns should have the same entity types. For example, "CHEMICAL induces DISEASE" and "CHEMICAL induces GENE" cannot be synonymous meta-patterns. (2) Synonymous meta-patterns should share similar extracted relationship instances. For example, in Figure 3 , the four metapatterns share some extracted instances and all expressing the meaning of "CHEMICAL induces DISEASE", thus should be grouped as a single relationship type. We use a different method for pattern grouping compared with MetaPAD. For each meta-pattern, we generate the term frequencyinverse document frequency (TF-IDF) vector of its instance sets as its feature vector. The instances also contain the type information. Then we perform k-means clustering to group synonymous metapatterns in groups. Since the number of groups cannot be predecided, we set k to be the total number of quality meta-patterns divided by 5. We assume that on average, each group will contain 5 synonymous meta-patterns. Examples of synonymous meta-pattern groups are discussed in Section 6.3.
EXPERIMENTS 6.1 Dataset
CPIE only requires biomedical text corpus as input. To test the effectiveness of CPIE, we collect a subset of PubMed paper abstracts. The PubMed id (PMID) of each selected paper can be found in the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD) [8] , in which all the selected PMIDs are shown to contain some biomedical relationships. CTD is a human-curated database containing biological entities and their relationships. The entity and relationship statistics of our collected papers in CTD are shown in Table 2 .
We focus on three entity types in CTD: gene, chemical, and disease. Among these three entity types, there are three relation types in CTD: chemical-gene, chemical-disease, and disease-gene relationships. We first randomly select 248,064 relationships from the above three relation types that are associated with experimental evidence in the CTD database. Among these relationships, there are 7,187 chemical, 669 gene and 599 disease entities. CTD also provides the PMIDs of PubMed papers related to these selected relationships. We collect all the 28,007 PubMed abstracts that are shown to be associated with the above relationships in CTD as our input corpus. All the following experiments are performed on this PubMed subset corpus.
Performance comparison
Baselines. To show the effectiveness of CPIE, we compare it with the following state-of-the-art OpenIE approaches:
• Evaluation Metrics. We randomly sample 100 sentences from the 28,007 input PubMed abstracts for performance comparison. All of the compared benchmarks, as well as our method, will assign a confidence score to each extracted tuple. We rank all the tuples according to their confidence scores. Based on the ranking list, the following measures can be adopted: (1) P@k is the ratio of correct tuples in the top k extractions. (2) MAP is the mean average precision of the whole ranking list. (3) N DCG@k is the normalized discounted cumulative gain at rank k. The detailed definition of these common ranking measures can be found in [38] . Note that we do not use recall in OpenIE since it is infeasible to know all the "correct" tuples. For each method, we select the top 100 tuples from its ranking list and manually label them. The annotator is asked to evaluate without knowing which model produced the results, eliminating potential bias in evaluation. Similar to the settings in previous studies [10] , one tuple will be judged as correct if it reads smoothly and meets the fact described in the sentence. For example, both ("DISEASE", "is", "DISEASE") and ("DISEASE", "induced by", "CHEMICAL in SPECIES") are correct. However, ("SPECIES", "is", "a CHEMICAL") and ("CHEMICAL", "inhibited", "GENE and") will not be counted Figure 4 : The Precision@k curves of different methods. since they have logical or syntactical mistakes. Besides, each tuple should describe exactly one proposition. Tuples with zero or more than two propositions (e.g., ("CHEMICAL", "and", "CHEMI-CAL") and ("DISEASE", "is", "induced by CHEMICAL and has no relationships with GENE")) will be labeled as incorrect.
Results. Table 3 and Figure 4 demonstrate the performances of different OpenIE approaches. Our method CPIE can be seen as clause extraction + meta-pattern discovery. We also tried MetaPAD alone without clause extraction but it doesn't work due to pattern sparsity in biomedical text. In Table 3 , our method is consistently the best according to the rank-based measures, especially compared with ClauseIE without meta-pattern discovery. Ollie ranks the second and achieves a similar P@100 with our method. However, for MAP and N DCG@50, CPIE outperforms Ollie by a large margin, indicating we have a rather high precision for top-ranked tuples. In Figure  4 , our curve is higher than other baselines for any k. Besides, we can observe that for CPIE and Ollie, P@k decreases with k, which means the tuple score is a good indicator of the correctness. From this perspective, the features we defined in Section 5.1 are reliable in evaluating the quality of tuples or meta-patterns.
Distinctiveness and Simplicity. For OpenIE, there are two other important criteria.
• Distinctiveness: For the same sentence, we expect that the extracted tuples should have different semantics with each other. It is not satisfying if they are just paraphrasing each other. • Simplicity: Each tuple should clearly explain only one proposition. The ideal cases could be using phrases with two or three words to represent subjects, predicates, and objects. A direct way to examine distinctiveness of our extractions is to calculate the average Jaccard similarity between extractions from the same sentence. Suppose we get n tuples {(h 1 , r 1 , t 1 ), (h 2 , r 2 , t 2 ), ..., (h n , r n , t n )} from sentence s 1 , the average Jaccard similarity is defined as Avд Jacc Sim(s) = 1
where {h i , r i , t i } denotes the set of tokens appearing in any component of tuple i. We present the average Jaccard similarity distribution of all sentences in Figure 5 , from which we can clearly see that Ollie and CPIE extracts the most distinctive facts as they both consider not to be overly specific. In contrast, ClausIE and Stanford OpenIE suffer for the duplication problem.
To evaluate simplicity, we calculate the average tuple length for each sentence:
For different approaches, the distributions of the average tuple length are shown in Figure 6 . CPIE again performs the best since meta-patterns are considered to be short and clear. For the tuples extracted by ClausIE, the object component is always very complicated since ClauseIE directly segment the whole sentence into several parts. Sometimes the tuples are too long to illustrate one proposition clearly. According to our evaluation protocol, these tuples will be judged as wrong. In fact, even if the long tuples are logically and syntactically correct, it may not help downstream applications.
Case study
We first look at the quality meta-patterns and the synonymous meta-pattern groups as extracted relation types. Then we examine some extracted relation tuples in detail.
Quality meta-pattern distribution.
After candidate metapattern generation, we get 185,403 two-entity and three-entity candidate meta-patterns in total. Most of the candidate meta-patterns appear less than 10 times in the corpus. Those low-frequency metapatterns have the potential to be further resolved and consolidated with the high-frequency meta-patterns. In this study, we ignore those low-frequency meta-patterns, which results in around 1,000 candidate meta-patterns for quality validation. After ranking these candidate meta-patterns with their quality score (a score between 0 and 1), we selected those meta-patterns with a quality score above 0.9 as quality meta-patterns, which results in around 200 quality meta-patterns.
The count distribution of quality meta-patterns is shown in Figure 7 . Different types of the meta-patterns are in different colors in the pie chart. For example, "CHEMICAL" means all the entities in the patterns are chemicals, and "GENE, CHEMICAL" means the pattern consists of both chemicals and genes regardless of their order. From the pie chart, we can see that most of the meta-patterns are relationships between gene and chemical, followed by metapatterns between disease and chemical, and meta-patterns between chemicals.
In Table 4 , we list the top 15 quality meta-patterns and their counts. These top meta-patterns describe concrete biomedical relationships between different entity types, which indicates that our quality pattern selection method performs well. The typical raw counts of these quality patterns are around 100 to 300, which is in the medium range. Apparently, the frequency is not the most indicating feature for quality meta-patterns. Informativeness and coverage play a more important role in identifying quality metapatterns according to our feature importance analysis of the random forest classifier. 6.3.2 Synonymous meta-pattern groups. We group quality metapatterns into around 40 synonymous groups. In Table 5 , we list some examples of the synonymous pattern groups. For example, the first group refers to the relation type "CHEMICAL induce DIS-EASE", which includes meta-patterns such as "CHEMICAL causes DISEASE", "CHEMICAL leads to DISEASE", "CHEMICAL induces DISEASE" and "CHEMICAL exposure causes DISEASE". The metapatterns within each group has very close semantic meaning and each group can be regarded as a specific relation type. These synonymous meta-pattern groups show the effectiveness of CPIE in automatically extracting relation types from massive corpus without supervision. By grouping synonymous meta-patterns together, we reduce the redundancy of extracted relation types and enrich the relation instances for each type, which makes the output more structured for downstream applications.
Relationship instances extracted by quality meta-patterns.
For each quality meta-pattern we extracted, we perform pattern matching in the input corpus and successfully identify many relation tuples for each meta-pattern. In Table 6 , we list some examples of the quality meta-pattern and its corresponding relation tuples, together with the PMID in which we extracted this tuple. We showed that the tuple extraction is of high accuracy in Section 6.2. For example, the first meta-pattern "CHEMICAL increased GENE" extracts a relation tuple ("forskolin", "renin") under this relation type from the Pubmed abstract with PMID "9256163". The original sentence is: "Forskolin (10 microM), an activator of adenylyl cyclase, and terbutaline (100 microM), a beta2-adrenergic agonist known to increase cAMP levels, also increased renin mRNA and prorenin release. " Although the two entities, "forskolin" and "renin", are far apart in such a long and complicated sentence, CPIE is able to accurately extract them under the relation of "CHEMICAL increased GENE". One may note that, in this example, "renin mRNA and prorenin release" could be a more accurate subject in the "increased" relation.
It indicates that extending entity recognition to entity phrase recognition for prepossessing may further improve the performance of our system.
Moreover, there are more than one relation type and more than one relation instance in the above sentence. CPIE will also be able to extract the relation tuple ("terbutaline", "renin") under the relation type "CHEMICAL increased GENE", and the relation tuple ("terbutaline", "cAMP") under the relation type "CHEMICAL increased CHEMICAL" simultaneously. This is mainly because we first resolve the sentence structure by extracting short clauses, and then extract quality meta-patterns based on the extracted clauses. This example also shows the power of CPIE in dealing with real-world biomedical literature with complicated sentence structures and rich information in an efficient and high-quality way.
DISCUSSION 7.1 Biomedical named entity recognition with distant supervision
Current meta-patterns only include the most common biomedical entity types -gene, chemical, and disease. Recognizing more entity types will further enrich the extracted meta-patterns and relation tuples. For example, this is a sentence from PubMed papers with PMID "236533": "Colectomy is more effective than high-dose steroid therapy in reversing the growth retardation caused by ulcerative colitis and is of greatest value if not delayed too long. " In this sentence, "colectomy" and "steroid therapy" are treatment technologies and "ulcerative colitis" is a disease. If we can recognize the entity type "TREATMENT", we will be able to extract a relation type "TREATMENT treat DISEASE" from the above sentence. Most biomedical named entity recognition systems use supervised machine learning models, which require human labeled training dataset for model development. However, it may not be possible to acquire the human labeled training data for all the entity types that we are interested in. One way is to leverage distant supervision, which automatically labels the corpus by some distant examples in the knowledge base and then use this partially labeled corpus for model training. For example, Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) is a knowledge base for biomedical entities. We can find "colectomy" in MeSH ontology, which can serve as a distant supervision example for recognizing the entity type "TREATMENT". It will greatly benefit our current framework if more entity types can be recognized as the first step of the pipeline.
Extend meta-pattern extraction
The current framework utilizes ClausIE to extract short clauses from input sentences and resolve the long and complicated sentence structures. However, the ClausIE output is often noisy and redundant, and errors from ClausIE can be propagated down to the next step of meta-pattern extraction. One way is to directly extend the texture meta-pattern extraction method to long and complicated sentence structures. For example, patterns on the dependencyparsing tree of the sentence can be incorporated with sequential textual patterns for long-distance pattern discovery. How to extend the meta-pattern extraction methods to directly extract meta-patterns on such complicated sentences is an interesting problem. 
CONCLUSIONS
We propose a novel framework CPIE: Clause+Pattern-guided Information Extraction that automatically extract both relation type and relation tuples with little supervision. CPIE first resolves the long and complicated sentence structures by clause extraction and then uses texture meta-patterns to extract n-ary tuples with entity type information. Quality meta-patterns are selected and synonymous meta-patterns are grouped to produce more structured output for downstream application. Our method achieves the highest precision in comparison with state-of-the-art OpenIE baselines and keeps the distinctiveness and simplicity of extracted relation tuples. Case studies also show the power of CPIE in effectively dealing with real-world biomedical literature with complicated sentence structures and rich information. Future work to improve our framework includes: (1) include more entity types with distant supervision, (2) replace ClausIE with an extended meta-pattern extraction method to reduce error propagation.
